In this paper we exhibit certain modules^! over a commutative noetherian local ring (R, SÏÏÎ) which test projective dimension of finitely generated modules in the following sense: if
Let (R, 9JÎ) be a commutative, noetherian, local ring with maximal ideal S0Î. It is well known that for any finitely generated i?-moduIe M, if ExV(M, R/ffl) = 0, then the projective dimension of _M"(pd M) is less than i. We shall say that R/ffi is a strong test module. In this paper we exhibit another strong test module, namely 90Î.
We define a weak test module as a module A such that for any finitely generated module M, if ExV'(M, ^4)=0 for all j^l, then pd M<i. The following theorem is proved: Let e0 = l and, for i^l, let ei=[W/W+l:R/'SSl] (vector space dimension). If en>J%~¿ e> then 2?/9)?n+1 is a weak test module. As a corollary we show that if R is regular local of dimension k and S = R/'SRn+1, n-\-\^k, then 5 is a weak test module as an 5-module.
We conclude with the observation that if R is artin then R is self-injective if and only if Kxt1(R/Wl, 22) =0 where the index of nilpotence of 50Î is « + 1.
Notation and conventions. Throughout this paper (R, 2K) will denote a commutative, noetherian, local ring with maximal ideal 50? and with a unit element. All modules are uni tal and finitely generated. By pd M we mean the projective dimension of M. For an 2?/9Ji-module E, [E:2?/9Jî] will denote the vector space dimension of E. We shall denote the direct sum of q copies of M by © ^a M. We may keep repeating this process, except that M is finitely generated, so at some point Mt+i = 0 and Mi = R. Hence Af=0 ¿ R and so it is iî-free.
The second statement follows from Lemma 1. Proof, depths A -the length of the longest A -regular sequence contained in 9)? = the least integer i^O such that Ext'(2?/ÍÜ?, ^4)^0.
Thus if depths>1
then Ext^R/W, A)=0 and hence R/M is Rfree. This means that 9JÎ = 0, which implies that depths ^4=0, contrary to our assumption. So depths A s¡ 1. H 2. Weak test modules.
Definition.
A is a weak test module if for all modules M and for all *>0, if Ext3'(Af, A) =0 for all j^ 1 then M is 22-free.
The following lemma is the analogue of Lemma 1.1; its proof is nearly identical to that of Lemma 1.1 and we omit it. ExV(M, R/*mn+1) = 0 for alli>0 then M is R-free. In other words, 2?/9)în+1 is a weak test module.
Proof. The following sequences are all exact:
0 -+ 2Ji"-y2tt" -+ 2c/9Jt" -+ 2c/5f/i»-1 -> 0, (n) 0^ m/W -» R/Wl2 -+ R/ffl -^0.
If we apply the functor Hom(M, ) to each of these sequences, we obtain long exact sequences from which we extract the following, for all i>0: Each of these Ext modules has finite length since M is finitely generated and all the modules appearing in the second variable have finite length. We now compute these lengths. Homs(S/Sx, S) »anns(Sx) = Sx. So Sx is its own dual (and therefore is reflexive). Thus the above sequence is its own dual and so Extl(Sx, S)=0. But Exts(Sa, S) «Exts+1(Sx, S) for all i>0. Hence Ext4(Sx, S) =0 for all i>0. Since Sx^(Sx)*, Exts(Sx*, S) =0 for all i>0. So G-dim Sx = 0, and Sx is not free since anns(Sx) = Sx¿¿0.
We conclude this paper with an observation that the self-injectivity of an artin local ring depends upon the vanishing of a single particular Ext. Hence Hom(9Jcn, 2c)«2?/9J?. But SDîn is an 2t/S)?-module and thus a direct sum of copies of R/'Sl. Therefore Horn(30c", R) is a direct sum of copies of Horn(^/STJc, R). Since, on the other hand, it is a simple module, we conclude that 2?/90?«Hom(2Jc", 2t)«Hom(2?/9)c, R). Now Hom(2?/2),c, R) is the socle of R, and it is well known (see, for example, [3, Corollary 2.8]) that R is self-injective if and only if length (socle of 22) = 1, so we are done. 01
